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The intelligibility of syllables whose cepstral trajectories were temporally filtered was measured.
The speech signals were transformed to their LPC cepstral coefficients, and these coefficients were
passed through different filters. These filtered trajectories were recombined with the residuals and
the speech signal reconstructed. The intelligibility of the reconstructed speech segments was then
measured in two perceptual experiments for Japanese syllables. The effect of various low-pass,
high-pass, and bandpass filtering is reported, and the results summarized using a theoretical
approach based on the independence of the contributions in different modulation bands. The overall
results suggest that speech intelligibility is not severely impaired as long as the filtered spectral
components have a rate of change between 1 and 16 Hz. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the main objectives of front-end processing
robust automatic speech recognition~ASR! is to preserve
critical linguistic information while suppressing such irre
evant information as speaker-specific characteristics, cha
characteristics, and additive noise. The information s
pressed in the front end of the recognizer is lost for
recognition process. To determine information to be p
served, we need to identify those features of the signal
are necessary for human speech recognition. One wa
identify the useful features is to suppress a given feat
reconstruct the speech, and determine its intelligibi
through perceptual experiments.

Temporal processing, or filtering the time trajectories,
the logarithmic spectrum or cepstral coefficients is becom
a common procedure in current ASR. One reason for
type of processing is that the convolutional distortion, su
as the frequency characteristics of a communications ch
nel, is an additive component in the logarithmic spectr
and the cepstrum domains. These channel characteristic
often fixed or only slowly varying in time. Therefore, cep
tral mean subtraction~CMS! is often used to eliminate th
channel characteristics by subtracting the mean~or dc com-
ponent! of the time trajectory of each cepstral coefficien1

The delta features are calculated as linear regression co
cients over a short segment of a time trajectory to empha
the dynamic characteristics of the original features.2 This
delta technique is effectively equivalent to applying a fin
impulse response~FIR! bandpass filter which eliminates th
dc component of the time trajectory and applies 6 dB/
2783 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 105 (5), May 1999 0001-4966/99/105(
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emphasis on changes up to approximately 12 Hz.
The RelAtive SpecTrAl~RASTA! technique suppresse

the spectral components that change more slowly or quic
than the typical range of change of spectral envelop3

~Please note that throughout this paper, we address the
of change of spectral envelope, i.e., the rate at which
source signal is being modulated, by changes in the vo
tract shape, not the rate of change of the signal itself.! The
RASTA technique is implemented by the following step
~1! compute the spectral amplitude,~2! transform the spectra
amplitude through a compressing static nonlinear trans
mation, ~3! filter the time trajectory of each transforme
spectral component,~4! transform the filtered speech repr
sentation through an expanding static nonlinear transfor
tion, and ~5! perform optional processing. The logarithm
function is often used for the nonlinear transformatio
RASTA processing also eliminates the dc component b
unlike the delta feature computation, it passes compon
between 1 and 12 Hz unattenuated. Both delta and RAS
techniques appear to achieve some degree of robustne
channel variations.

Thus, the front end suppresses some information fr
the speech signal by filtering the time trajectories of the c
stral coefficients. The relatively slow rates of cepst
change, or low-modulation frequencies, include such inf
mation as channel characteristics, speaker information,
voice quality, which are assumed not crucial for hum
speech communication. Similarly, the relatively fast rates
cepstral change, or high-modulation frequencies, might
less important for human speech communication.

To justify this approach, it is essential to identify th
27835)/2783/9/$15.00 © 1999 Acoustical Society of America
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contribution of different modulation frequency bands of ce
stral coefficients to human speech recognition. In this pa
we used the LPC-based approach for at least two reas
First, LPC is the most common technique in speech en
neering; therefore, our results are directly applicable to m
LPC-based ASR systems. Second, the results can enh
our understanding of the temporal properties of the spe
signals. This is due to the fact that, at least in theory,
LPC analysis separates speech information into two com
nents: the sound source and the vocal tract. Hence, the
technique allows us to manipulate these components in
pendently and permits us to study the dynamics of each

The goal of this study is to examine the effect of filterin
the time trajectories of the spectral envelope on the intell
bility of the reconstructed speech.

Drullman4,5 reported the effect of temporal filtering o
the spectral envelope on the intelligibility of speech. In h
study, the original speech was split into a series of freque
bands. The magnitude envelope of the analytic signal
each band was then low-pass and high-pass filtered. He
cluded that low-pass filtering below 16 Hz or high-pass
tering above 4 Hz does not appreciably reduce speech i
ligibility.

Drullman’s results showed that the low- and hig
modulation frequencies of the magnitude spectrum are
essential for the intelligibility of speech. These results are
principle, consistent with RASTA processing.

In this paper, we will focus on the following question
‘‘How will speech intelligibility be affected if:

~1! filtering is done in the cepstral trajectories,
~2! the filters are bandpass filters, and
~3! the energy contour is unmodified?’’

Prior work does not address these questions for the
lowing reasons. First, Drullman applied the filtering to t
magnitude envelope of the analytic signal, which effectiv
implies filtering of the magnitude spectrum of the speech
is not obvious that Drullman’s results generalize to oth
features, such as cepstrum, that are typically used for sp
recognition. Filtering in a different domain might affect h
man speech perception differently. This is particularly true
the filtering is performed on a nonlinear transformation
the signal, e.g., the logarithmic function. In contrast to Dr
lman’s study, we examined the effects of temporal filteri
of the time trajectories of the LPC cepstrum. Thus, our
sults have direct implications for cepstrum-based ASR s
tems.

Second, it is not obvious whether his results for the lo
pass and the high-pass experiments can be used to draw
conclusions about bandpass filtering because of a nonlin
ity of the human auditory system. Therefore, we investiga
empirically the effect of bandpass filtering.

Third, because the temporal change of the magnit
envelope was filtered in Drullman’s experiment, the ene
contour and the temporal change of the spectrum were
affected. Instead, we focus only on the modification of
spectral change; in our experiment, the energy contour of
modified signal is kept the same as that of the original sig

In this paper, we first describe the signal process
2784 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 5, May 1999
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based on a residual-excited LPC vocoder. This signal p
cessing consists of the LPC cepstral analysis of the spe
signal, temporal filtering of the cepstrum, and reconstruct
of the speech. The stimuli for the perceptual experiments
described in Sec. II. In the same section, the experime
procedure, subjects, and data analysis are described. We
describe two experiments with low-pass and high-pass c
ditions ~experiment 1!, and bandpass conditions~experiment
2!. Finally, we discuss further issues based on the exp
mental results, including the information for intelligibility
using a density function over the modulation frequency~in
Sec. IV!.

I. SIGNAL PROCESSING

An overview of our signal-processing method is illu
trated in Fig. 1. It consists of applying a frame-by-fram
LPC analysis to the original speech, then filtering the tim
trajectories of the resulting LPC cepstral coefficients. Sub
quently, the modified speech signal is reconstructed by
LPC synthesis technique. The filters used in this study w
either low-pass, high-pass, or bandpass, with different cu
frequencies covering the frequency band of interest.

The signal-processing technique was based on
residual-excited LPC vocoder. This approach permits
construction of the entire continuum from the nonfiltered s
nal to the complete removal of all LPC information. In th
range between those two extremes, we were able to exam
speech intelligibility as a function of the frequency conte
of the temporal trajectories of the LPC cepstral coefficien

Figure 2 shows an example of an utterance:~a! the origi-
nal speech, and~b! its spectrogram, the time trajectory of th
first LPC cepstral coefficient~c! before and~d! after filtering,
and ~f! the modified speech and~e! its spectrogram. In the
original time trajectory, one can see very high modulati
frequencies as well as the dc component@Fig. 2~c!#. After
bandpass filtering between 1 and 16 Hz, fast and slow mo
lations are removed, but the major components remain@Fig.
2~d!#. A comparison of the spectrograms of Fig. 2~b! and~e!
indicates that the major spectral transitions were preserv

A. LPC cepstral representation

The speech signals were first analyzed by a 12th-or
linear prediction technique, with pre-emphasis. The ene
and the 12 LPC coefficients were calculated at each fra
using the parameters shown in Table I. Following the LP

FIG. 1. Block diagram of the speech-processing system.
2784Arai et al.: Intelligibility for filtered cepstral trajectories
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analysis, the LPC coefficients were converted to cepstral
efficients. To achieve a logarithmic spectrum with a su
ciently high resolution, we calculated all cepstral coefficie
up to quefrency of 16 ms.

B. Filtering of the cepstral coefficients

The time trajectory of each cepstral coefficient was p
cessed by a temporal filter. The filters were identical at
quefrencies except that the coefficient at zero quefrency
discarded. The bandpass filters~BPFs! were implemented as
257-tap finite impulse response~FIR! filters with linear
phase. Their coefficients were designed by the window
method~Hamming window!. For each filter, the slope within
the transient band is approximately 48 dB/Hz. Figure
shows the magnitude frequency characteristics of a sam
bandpass filter.

C. Reconstruction of the speech

The filtered LPC cepstral coefficients were used to co
pute the modified power spectrum at each frame. A 12
order LPC filter was calculated from the autocorrelati
function obtained by applying the inverse Fourier transfo
of the power spectrum. In the last stage of the signal proc
ing, we reconstructed speech sounds using the modified
coefficients together with the residual signal.

Ideally, the residual signal would contain only the sou
source information. In practice, however, the residual sig
may also contain some information about the vocal tr
shape, so the LPC residual sometimes yields a relatively
telligible signal. In the first half of this study~experiment 1!,
we further whitened the residual signal to reduce the inte

FIG. 2. Signals and spectrograms of an utterance. Each plot correspon
the letter marked in Fig. 1.~a! Original speech.~b! LPC-based spectrogram
of the original speech.~c! Time trajectory of the first LPC cepstral coeffi
cient. ~d! Bandpass filtered time trajectory of~c! with bandpass filter be-
tween 1 and 16 Hz.~e! LPC-based spectrogram of the modified speech.~f!
Modified speech.

TABLE I. Conditions for LPC analysis.

Order of LPC analysis 12
Window Hamming
Frame length 32 ms
Frame period 8 ms
Pre-emphasis 0.98
2785 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 5, May 1999
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gibility. The whitening was not as helpful as we expected,
we did not whiten the residual signal in the second half
this study~experiment 2!.

Finally, to avoid measuring the effect of modifying th
energy contour, we matched the total energy in each fram
the reconstructed speech to the energy in the related fram
the original speech. Thus, our reconstructed speech had
same energy contour as the original speech, but its spe
envelope structure was modified.

II. STIMULUS

A. Speech samples

The original speech sounds were obtained from a Ja
nese syllable database used for articulation tests at NTT
pan. To generate stimuli for this study, we selected the vo
of a 24-year-old female. Each sentence contained a ta
Japanese syllable in the carrier phrase ‘‘Kankonbai_____

oruso.’’ The original speech signal was quantized with a 1
bit resolution and sampled at 48 kHz. Our stimuli were p
cessed and presented at an 8-kHz sampling rate.

The original data set contained 100 Japanese syllab
We selected a subset of 31 syllables covering the three
ner vowels /~/, /{/, and /É/, and Japanese consonants /!/, /"/,
/#/, /$/, /%/, /,/, /2/, /b/, /#2/, /#b/, /$6/, /$c/, /'/, /&/. The 31
syllables are shown in Table II. Each syllable is a vowel~V!
or consonant–vowel~CV! syllable.

toFIG. 3. The frequency characteristics of a bandpass filter designed by
windowing method. For this plot, the cutoff frequencies are 4 and 16 H

TABLE II. Japanese syllables used in this study.

Unvoiced consonants Voiced consonants

Vowels /~/ /{/ /É/

Stops /!~/ /!{/ /!É/ /"~/ /"{/ /"É/
1Vowels /#~/ /$~/

/%~/ /%{/ /%É/ /,~/ /,{/ /,É/

Fricatives /2~/ /2É/
1Vowels /b{/

Affricates /#2É/ /$6~/ /$6É/
1Vowels /#b{/ /$c{/

Nasals /&~/ /&{/ /&É/
1Vowels /'~/ /'{/ /'É/
2785Arai et al.: Intelligibility for filtered cepstral trajectories
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B. Stimulus conditions

Stimuli were divided into conditions according to th
amount of low-pass, high-pass, and bandpass filtering of
LPC cepstral coefficients.

For experiment 1, the time trajectories of the LPC ce
stral coefficients were filtered with low-pass and high-p
filters with cutoff frequencies f C , where f C

5$0,1,2,3,4,5,6,8,12,24,48,f N% @Hz#, where f N is equal to
half of the frame rate, i.e.,f N562.5 Hz. A complete set o
the 13 conditions~including clean speech! applied to all 31
syllables was presented to our subjects in a session con
ing of 403 ~513331! stimuli.

For experiment 2, the time trajectories of the LPC ce
stral coefficients were filtered with bandpass filters. T
bandpass filters had lower cutoff frequenciesf L and upper
cutoff frequenciesf U , where f L5$0,1,2,4,8,16,32,f N% @Hz#
and f U5$0,1,2,4,8,16,32,f N% @Hz# ( f L< f U). Note that when
f L50 the filter is a low-pass filter, and whenf U5 f N the
filter is a high-pass filter. A complete set of the 30 conditio
~including clean speech! applied to all 31 syllables was pre
sented to our subjects in a session consisting of 930~530
331! stimuli.

C. Procedure

We used the method of constant stimuli, with stim
presented in random order. Each subject participated in
sessions. Combinations of syllables and filtering conditio
were randomized across sessions and subjects.

The stimuli were generated by the digital-to-anal
~D/A! converter of a SPARC-20 workstation at 8-kHz sa
pling rate and presented using high-quality headphones~Sen-
nheiser HD 250 II! at a comfortable listening level. On eac
trial, the subject heard an isolated syllable preceded and
lowed by 1-s intervals of silence. Following each stimul
presentation, subjects indicated their answer and then i
ated the next trial. Each stimulus was presented only on

Subjects interacted with the experimental setup usin
graphical user interface and a mouse input device. As sh
in Fig. 4, the monitor screen showed icons for all 31 poss
stimuli, and subjects were asked to select the icon of
most likely stimulus. In addition to the stimulus icons, the
were buttons to allow corrections and to indicate complet
of trials.

FIG. 4. Graphical user interface for the experiments.
2786 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 5, May 1999
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D. Subjects

A total of 20 Japanese native speakers participated in
study. The subjects were paid for their participation. Of t
20 subjects, 16 participated in experiment 1 and four in
periment 2. No subject reported having any previous hea
problem.

E. Data analysis

We summarized the data for each condition and e
stimulus in terms of the proportion of correct responses
total responses. The proportion of correct CV syllables
defined asPc(CV), and a response was scored as corr
only if both constituents ~phonemes!—vowel and
consonant—were recognized correctly. The resulting ove
proportions of correct responses were averaged over
stimuli for each condition. In addition, we analyzed the r
sults for each phonetic category. The proportion correct
each category is denoted asPc(category), e.g.,Pc(C) for
consonants andPc(V) for vowels.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experiment 1

Experiment 1 consisted of low-pass and high-pass fil
ing of the LPC cepstral trajectories. The overall summary
the results averaged over stimuli and subjects is shown
Fig. 5. The abscissa of the graph shows cutoff frequen
and the ordinate represents the proportion of correct
sponsesPc(CV) of each CV. Each point is an average of 3
stimuli, 8 subjects, and 4 sessions for a total of 992~531
3834! trials. Assuming a binomial distribution of re
sponses, the largest standard error of the estimates is
than 2%. The corresponding error bars were omitted for c
ity.

The performance for the original speech averaged o
the four subjects was 85.8% and ranged from 75.8%
99.2%. The average score for the residual signal was 18
and ranged from 7.3% to 27.4%. The useful range of
information in the LPC cepstral trajectories was therefo
18.5%–85.8%.

In the low-pass condition, the performance begins to
crease gradually below 24 Hz. In the high-pass condition,
decrease in performance begins above 1 Hz. The low-p

FIG. 5. Results for low-pass~LP! and high-pass~HP! filtering.
2786Arai et al.: Intelligibility for filtered cepstral trajectories
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and high-pass curves intersect between 3 and 4 Hz.
modulation frequency indicates the center of informatio
where the information is equally divided into lower an
higher modulation bands. This modulation frequency is c
sistent with the average syllabic rate of speech.6

B. Experiment 2

Four native Japanese subjects participated in experim
2. Each subject participated in four experimental sessio
Each session consisted of 930 stimuli.

The results for the bandpass condition are shown in F
6. The vertical axis is the proportion of correct respon
Pc(CV), while the other two axes are the cutoff frequenci
f L and f U . Each point is an average of 31 stimuli, 4 subjec
and 4 sessions for a total of 496~5313434! trials. The
largest standard error of a binomial distribution with t
same number of trials is less than 2%.

In experiment 2, the performance for the original spee
averaged over four subjects was 86.1% and ranged f
84.7% to 89.5%. The average score for the residual sig
was 30.6% and ranged from 17.7% to 41.9%. The us
range of the information in the LPC cepstral trajectories w
therefore 30.6%–86.1%.

The data from this experiment are also consist
with those of the low-pass and high-pass conditions
experiment 1.

Table III is the confusion matrix for the original signa
in experiment 2. As shown in this table, there are seve
syllables for which the original signal is hard to understa
This could be attributed to the low sound quality of t
8-kHz sampled stimuli. Misperception of the consonant
the syllables was common, while most of the vowels w
perceived correctly. Figure 7 shows the proportion of corr
responses for the 21 CV syllables which are perceived
fectly for the original signal~/%~/, /%{/, /%É/, /,~/, /,{/, /,É/,
/2~/, /b{/, /2É/, /$6~/, /$6É/, /#b{/, /#2É/, /$~/, /'~/, /'{/, /'É/,
/!{/, /"~/, /"{/, /&~/!.

As can be seen in Fig. 7~subset! and Fig. 6~full set!, the
global trends in both cases are the same. As in Fig. 6,
trend in Fig. 7 is not affected when the time trajectories ha
components between 1 and 16 Hz.

FIG. 6. Results on 31 syllables~full set! for bandpass filtering. The numbe
at each node shows the proportion of correct responses.
2787 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 5, May 1999
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C. Cue trading

To maintain the original phonetic information for huma
perception, a decrease in one feature can be offset by
increase in another cue; this tradeoff is known as c
trading.7 To illustrate the phenomenon of cue trading, w
projected Fig. 7 onto two different planes. The two plan
are shown in Fig. 8:~a! the proportion of correct syllable
Pc(CV) versus f U , and ~b! the proportion of correct syl-
lablesPc(CV) vs f L . In Fig. 8~a!, the graphs off L50 Hz
and f L51 Hz match whenf U.4 Hz, while the graphs of
f L50 Hz andf L51 Hz do not match whenf U<4 Hz. That
is, if we have components at 4 Hz and above, then we
compensate for the lost cues below 1 Hz, but if we lose
components at 4 Hz and above, then we cannot compen
for those lost cues. Similarly, in Fig. 8~b! the graphs off U

516 Hz andf U5 f N match whenf L,4 Hz, while the graphs
of f U516 Hz andf U5 f N do not match whenf L>4 Hz. That
is, if we have the components at 4 Hz and below, then
can compensate for the lost cues above 16 Hz, but if we
the components at 4 Hz and below, then we cannot. T
suggests that the component at 4 Hz is necessary for
trading. A modulation frequency of 4 Hz corresponds to t
average syllabic rate of speech.6

Figure 9 shows the results in terms of proportion

TABLE III. Reduced confusion matrix of responses for the original sign
in the bandpass experiment. Syllables that were perceived perfectly
omitted from the matrix. The total number of responses for each syllab
16.

Response

Stimulus /É/ /%~/ /%É/ /,{/ /,É/ /#~/ /'{/ /'É/ Total

/$c{/ 3 3
/#~/ 12 12
/!~/ 7 7
/!É/ 10 2 12

/"É/ 6 2 8
/&{/ 11 11

/&É/ 2 12 14

FIG. 7. Results on 21 CV syllables~subset! for bandpass filtering. The
number at each node shows the proportion of correct responses.
2787Arai et al.: Intelligibility for filtered cepstral trajectories



FIG. 8. Projection of Fig. 6 onto two different planes.~a! A plot of the proportion correct versusf U . ~b! A plot of the proportion correct versusf L .
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correct CV syllablesPc(CV), consonantsPc(C), and vow-
els Pc(V). As can be seen in Fig. 9~a!, Pc(C) is sensitive to
higher-modulation frequency components and is lower t
Pc(V) when f U,16 Hz. On the other hand, as shown in F
9~b!, Pc(V) is sensitive to lower-modulation frequency com
ponents and is lower thanPc(C) when f L.1 Hz.

As can be seen in Fig. 9,Pc(CV) is larger than the
product of Pc(C) and Pc(V). Fletcher showed that the ar
ticulation probability of a CV syllable will be the product o
the articulation probabilities of the C and the V.8 The results
in our domain, however, suggest that consonants and vo
do not contribute to intelligibility independently.

The results for each consonant category were analy
as shown in Fig. 10. The proportion of correct responses
each category drops whenf U,16 Hz, andPc(stops) and
2788 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 5, May 1999
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Pc(nasals) are sensitive to higher-modulation frequen
components@Fig. 10~a!#. As shown in Fig. 10~b!, the propor-
tion of correct responses for each category drops whenf L

.2 Hz, andPc(fricatives) andPc(affricates) are sensitive to
lower-modulation frequency components. We observed
the modulation frequency component at 4 Hz is essential
the sounds having longer duration, such as fricatives,
that the much higher-modulation frequency components
essential for the sounds having shorter duration, such
stops.

IV. DISCUSSION

In Drullman’s experiment, the temporal change of t
magnitude envelope was filtered. As a result, both the ene
FIG. 9. The result in terms of CV~syllable!, C ~consonant!, and V~vowel!. ~a! The proportion correct versusf U when f L50. ~b! The proportion correct versus
f L when f U5 f N .
2788Arai et al.: Intelligibility for filtered cepstral trajectories



FIG. 10. The result for each consonant category.~a! The proportion correct versusf U when f L50. ~b! The proportion correct versusf L when f U5 f N .
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contour and the temporal change of the spectrum were
fected. We primarily modified the rate of change of the sp
tral components but kept the LPC residual and the ene
contour unchanged.

The LPC residual contains timing information such
plosive bursts, fricative onset, and vowel onset. Therefo
the modified speech signal also contains such timing in
mation as seen in the spectrogram, Fig. 2~e!. This technique,
however, effectively smears the formant structure of spe
as well as the formant transitions. Thus, both vowel a
consonant intelligibilities were affected, as seen in Fig.
For the residual signal itself, the proportion of correct C
syllables was 34%, whereas for the original signal the p
portion of correct CV syllables was 100%. Therefore, o
results are valid in the range between those two extrem
and we focus on the relative importance of the modulat
frequency.

Figure 6 shows that the modified speech is more inte
2789 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 5, May 1999
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gible when f L<1 Hz and f U>16 Hz. The lower limit of 1
Hz suggests that the slowly varying and static compone
such as channel characteristics, do not contribute sig
cantly to human speech communication. Similarly, the v
fast-changing components above 16 Hz seem to have
effect on intelligibility. In fact, the upper limit of the modu
lation frequency has important implications for paramet
speech coding, particularly for defining how fast we c
sample the speech envelope for efficient transmission
speech signals.9

In this study, only a target syllable was presented dur
the experiments. Those syllables were extracted from
longer carrier phrase after temporal filtering. We also co
ducted a small separate experiment in which we included
carrier phrase as well as the target syllable to see the effe
environmental cues on speech intelligibility. Two nativ
Japanese subjects participated in one experimental se
FIG. 11. With and without the carrier phrase.~a! The proportion correct versusf U when f L50. ~b! The proportion correct versusf L when f U5 f N .
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consisting of 465 stimuli. Figure 11 shows the results
terms of proportion of correct responses with and without
carrier phrase. From Fig. 11 there is approximately 10% g
on average when the target is presented with the ca
phrase. It appears that this gain is due to formant transit
into the consonants of the target syllables. However, the g
eral trend remains the same.

A. Theoretical analysis

The regularity of the relationship between the cutoff fr
quencies and intelligibility suggests that the information r
evant for speech communication is distributed over the te
poral modulation frequency range. In this section,
develop a quantitative model that relates the intelligibil
and information density as a function of the energy at diff
ent modulation frequencies. This model was motivated
the model of the articulation index developed by Fletche8

The general notion is that each modulation-frequen
component contributes independently to the collection
features that are necessary for recognition. In particula
the information in two nonoverlapping bandsA and B is
combined, the resulting intelligibility, i.e., the probability o
a correct response,Pc , is given by

Pc~A1B!512@12Pc~A!#@ I 2Pc~B!#, ~1!

where the intelligibility of each band separately is given
Pc(A) and Pc(B). Moreover, if Pc(A1B) is an additive
function of informationI A and I A , thenPc has the form

Pc512e2~ I A1I B!. ~2!

Given this formulation, we need to determine the re
tionship between the information measureI and the intervals
of the modulation frequency. We assume that the amoun
information in a small neighborhood of frequencyf, I ( f , f
1D f ), is proportional to a continuous density functionD so
that I ( f 1D f )5D( f )D f . The amount of information in a
band ~interval! of frequenciesf 1, f 2 is then given by the
integral

I ~ f 1 , f 2!5E
f 1

f 2
D~ f !d f . ~3!

The information density functionD(•) must be determined
empirically.

Given this model, we can compute the probability
correct identification of the syllables in experiment 2~shown
in Fig. 7! by integrating information between low- and hig
frequency limitsf L and f U . Thus,

Pc~ f L , f U!512e2I ~ f L , f U!, ~4!

512e2* D~ f !d f. ~5!

We found empirically that the following function:

D~ f !51YF11S f 2 f max

a D 2G , ~6!

where f max and a are constants to be determined. Then,
integrating Eq.~6!
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I ~ f L , f U!5aF tan21S f U2 f max

a D2tan21S f L2 f max

a D G .
~7!

The estimatedPc , or P̂c , is obtained by minimizingx2,
where f max and a are parameters. BecausePc in Fig. 7 is
ranging over the intervalP0<Pc,1, we use the following
definition instead of~4!:

P̂c~ f L , f U!5g~12e2bI ~ f L , f U!!1P0 . ~8!

Then, the optimal fit gives us:

f max51.789, a52.255, b50.487,

g50.726, P050.333,

andD( f ) is shown in Fig. 12. In this case,x2 is 61. Figure
13 shows the fit betweenPc and P̂c .

The information distribution function with normaliza
tion is defined as the accumulative curve of the density fu
tion D( f ) as follows:

Ī ~ f !5E
0

f

D~ f !d fY E
0

`

D~ f !d f . ~9!

Figure 14 showsĪ ( f ) as a function of the modulation fre
quencyf in the optimal case. As shown in this figure, 10%

FIG. 12. Density functionD( f ).

FIG. 13. Fit betweenPc and P̂c . The vertical bars show the differenc
P̂c( f L , f U)2Pc( f L , f U) from eachPc( f L , f U).
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and
50%, and 90% percentiles are at 0.7, 2.9, and 11.7 Hz,
spectively. The information function shows that most of t
information is involved within the range between 1 and
Hz. These low-modulation frequencies are, therefore, es
tial for the human auditory system to extract and recogn
speech information.10

V. CONCLUSION

The intelligibility of speech with filtered time trajecto
ries of the spectral envelope was investigated. We exten
previous research4,5 to the logarithmic domain and applie
bandpass filters in addition to low-pass and high-pass filt
For the result of the perceptual experiments, the informa
for intelligibility was described by a density function ove
modulation frequency. The results of these experiments s
gest that speech intelligibility is not severely impaired
long as the filtered LPC cepstral coefficients have a rate
change between 1 and 16 Hz.

In contrast to Drullman’s study, the effects of tempo
filtering of the time trajectories of the cepstrum were exa
ined in this study. In particular, we determined the effect
bandpass filtering. Thus, our results may have direct im
cations for cepstrum-based ASR systems, and they are
portant as a benchmark of how the spectral representa
used in ASR relate to human speech recognition.

Recently, Kanedera showed that the performance of
speech recognition for the 13-word Bellcore digit datab
task and the 216 Japanese word-recognition task had
highest recognition rate when the bandpass filter betwee
and 16 Hz was used.11 This result is consistent with that o
our perceptual experiment. The results provide additio
support for RASTA-like processing of cepstral features
ASR.

FIG. 14. Distribution functionĪ ( f ).
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